
‘A kafkaesque insect which is stucked between innerside and the surrounding 
culture is only space to breathe! No judgement, all types live in peace, a person 
reflects his brain on a canvas...’ 

‘I am questioning the time. While I am losing myself in maelstroms of past, trying 
to feel the moment, planning the future, I realise that ‘the time does not exist’. 

‘Past can be recommended in every second’ Any part of the past can be 
recommended by the influence of the moment. Therefore, memoriable past time 
is variable and that makes the past unreal.’ 

‘While you are in the hole of the moment, you see only the sky which is too far to 
get. But, look what clouds say to you: ‘get up!’. We also put a sign for blinds with 
ironic intent. If you get out of this little hole, you will enter to a joyful world where 
the sky is near to you.’ 

‘In Istanbul, trees and cats are encircled of buildings which shout ‘buy more and 
more’ And, we also have a exit door for trees. They will have legs and walk to 
broad fields. Why are we here rough-and-tumble? While the robotic life continues 
in the factory cities, a primitive man rips out. And the television is in its private 
opinion. It sings a song ‘I am your conscience and ego, I own the world’ and 
shepherds. Men interrupt the peaceful nature but don’t have any idea that they 
are in a shaker copyrighted by nature. An earthquake will destroy all. And, we 
see blood red which is a color loved by men. In my opinion, red is the color of 
victory of vulgar wars. Men think that they own women when they see blood red 
on them as it happens when a lion bites a deer.’ 

‘High-heeled shoe is making love under the light of television. Handlebar 
moustache is a culture code coming from our tradition. Now, moustache has a 
new meaning in some subcultures but old folks do not know about it. I make the 
handlebar moustache man wear pink and he says ‘ I don’t wear pink’. I say 
‘why?’. He says that women love and wear pink because it is their characteristic 
thing. ‘She unconsciously tries to make me wear vagina’ he says and walks 
away. We also chat about homosexuals but we can’t get to any point. We talk 
about men but we talk about them in a vagina where we come from.’ 

‘Someone is having an illusion accompanied by photoshop labeled women and 
he is alone physically and stucked between cultures. He is maybe pinching a sex 
doll while you are reading this. Have a good day.’


